Here Comes Everybody: The Power of Organizing without Restructuring will be” (p. 107). Librarians, traditionally, have been in the filtering business. By choosing materials for our collections, whether print or electronic, we filter information for users of our collections. The job of instruction librarians has been to teach students how to access these filtered materials as well as to show why these filtered materials are generally “better” than the rest. With so much material now outside of this traditional model, how will instruction librarians change their practices in response?

Another significant change that has resulted from the lowering of traditional communication costs and barriers is that people are much more able to form groups and take action, whether in an informal or formal way. Shirky discusses Wikipedia as an example of how people can take individual action without much organizational structure (although interestingly he points out that naming it with the “-pedia” suffix was key in helping contributors have a common frame of reference for the goal of the project). He cites examples of collective action such as the group Voice of the Faithful that challenged the Catholic Church after the priest abuse scandals in 2002 and the seemingly less coordinated political protests in Belarus including the formation of “flash mobs” based on mobile phone communications. He also looks at how groups are able to form whose members previously would have had difficulty finding one another because of their lack of social approval (e.g., pro-anorexic girls who want to give each other advice and encouragement). As a further example of group formation and resource sharing, Shirky uses the example of the formation of communities of practice which are, he says, “…inherently cooperative, and are beautifully supported by social tools.” These communities (be they professional or amateur) are a rich source of information because “[b]y providing an opportunity for the visible display of expertise or talent, the public asking of questions creates a motivation to answer in public as well, and that answer once perfected, persists even if both the original asker and the answerer lose interest” (p. 101). Ultimately, Shirky concludes that the changes we are experiencing will be on the balance positive, but that we need to recognize the significance of them, rather than just regarding them as fads. Instruction librarians have at least two issues at stake here. One, can we find better ways to form our own communities of professional practice that will help us individually increase our effectiveness by sharing good teaching practices? For the past several years, we have used listservs and confer-
ences, but now blogs, social networking groups, and even virtual worlds provide a wealth of additional venues. How do we choose where to focus our attention? Two, how do we develop an awareness of other disciplines’ communities of practice in order to better assist our students?

For instruction librarians, this book serves as food for thought. If we are teaching students the “traditional” structures of information only, are we really providing them the tools that they need to live in what Shirky calls “revolutionary” times? Some professors (and perhaps even a few librarians) are still proposing that Wikipedia not be taught as an information source with one of the rationales being that students shouldn’t be encouraged to use it when there are more “authoritative” sources. Shirky would, I believe, urge us to think much more creatively about this resource in particular and some professors and librarians are doing that. William Badke’s article on this subject started a lengthy discussion on the Information Literacy Instruction listserv in March of 2008 (http://lists.ala.org/wws/arc/ili-l/2008-03/thrd2.html) where most voices agreed with Badke’s suggestions of ways to teach and use Wikipedia. Badke’s suggestions include professors and students engaging with Wikipedia by discussing an article related to their class in depth and then adding to it or rewriting it. The article could then become a resource for future classes. This would be one venue for helping students understand how information is constructed and the impact of an author’s choices.

Wikipedia is just one example though and one that may or may not last in its current form… what about the growing mountain of information available via blogs, wikis, Twitter, and other similar sources? How do we help students find appropriate communities of practice to use as valuable sources of information? How do we now teach this new world where amateurs and professionals intermingle and credentials become less relevant or at least less expected? A world where everyone’s information might be seen as equal?

While I don’t have the answers, this book encouraged me to consider teaching students how information comes to be created, how information is a social product, and how students might be able to contextualize the information they find, by whatever means they find it. This then becomes the foundation for all other IL instruction. Teaching students to evaluate information becomes incredibly important but that process of evaluation will need to undergo revision as well because our previous schema for doing that (focusing on the traditional publishing models) at least in Shirky’s view is not entirely valid anymore.